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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE


SCOPE AND CONTENTS NOTE

The Carl M. Olsen Collection contains photographic postcards dating from 1915-1918: Juneau and Treadwell area, Gastineau Mining Company, Thane, Steamships including the Mariposa.

SUBJECTS

Juneau, Alaska; Last Chance Basin, Alaska Gastineau Mining Company, Perseverance Mine, Mariposa, Treadwell cave-in, Salmon Creek Dam, Thane.

INVENTORY

Folder 1 of 1

Photographs

1. [Unidentified Steamship underway with letter G painted on its one stack]
2. [Unidentified Steamship with letter G painted on its one stack]
3. [Steamship Mariposa]
4. Mariposa Wreck – Pointer Island, 10-8-15
5. [Unidentified Steamship]
6. [Unidentified Steamship]
8. Whiting River Mountains, Alaska
The Long Tram – Thane, Alaska
9. Treadwell cave-in
11. Recreation Park in Juneau, Alaska. Cleaning up the Juneau Baseball grounds
12. Salmon Creek Dam, Alaska
13. [Alaska Gastineau Mining Company railroad with locomotive and cars leaving tipple]
14. [Alaska Gastineau Mining Company railroad and mine cars destroyed by involuntary explosion.]
15. [Alaska Gastineau Mining Company railroad and mine cars destroyed by involuntary explosion.]
16. [Alaska Gastineau Mining Company railroad and mine cars destroyed by involuntary explosion located on track just below superintendents cottage.]
17. Thane, Alaska [View of Alaska Gastineau Mining Company’s railroad with locomotive and mine cars.]
18. [View of Alaska Gastineau Mining Company’s railroad with locomotive and mine cars.]
20. Moonlight; Thane, Alaska, 1919
21. Thane, Alaska. [Alaska Gastineau Mining Company Mill lights at night]
22. [Alaska Gastineau Mining Company Mill on hillside and beach level buildings]
23. [Alaska Gastineau Mining Company Mill on hillside, showing trams and beach level buildings from dock]
24. [Alaska Gastineau Mining Company Mill beach level buildings and dock]
25. The Long Tram. Thane, Alaska. [View looking up the Alaska Gastineau Mining Company tram from the dock.]
26. A. G. M. Co. 19. [View looking down into Alaska Gastineau Mining Company rock crushers about 1919]

27. Machine Shop, Thane, Alaska, 1918. [View of inside of Alaska Gastineau Mining Company machine shop at beach level]

28. Machine Shop, Thane, Alaska, 1918. [View of inside of Alaska Gastineau Mining Company machine shop at beach level]

29. High Tension Wire Tower, 125 ft. Thane-Juneau Road, Alaska

30. [View of inside of Alaska Gastineau Mining Company machine shop at beach level; message on reverse] Carl M. Olsen, 3rd from left [center]

31. Sheep Creek Snow slide Jan. 1917: Len Hodgkins; MacLaughlin; Bill Mitchell; Bill Frost; Bill Canton; Furbush; Thomas; Stevenson; Mathison; C.M.O. [Carl M. Olsen] [Alaska Gastineau Mining Company employees clearing railroad after avalanche buried it]